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5 Implications of WTO’s agreement for

logistics FTZs29

World Trade Organization (WTO) obligations have direct policy implications for the establishment and

design of FTZs.  Countries must ensure that whatever financial advantages or manufacturing

requirements prescribed within a free trade zone are consistent with the WTO agreements that they have

entered into.

To attract companies into their zones, FTZs usually provide several forms of incentives which are often

equivalent (in their effect) to direct subsidies.  Consequently, as in other areas of trade and investment,

such subsidies and incentives must remain within the boundaries of agreements that countries have

made in the area of trade more broadly.

In particular, policy makers must remain mindful that conformity to relevant WTO rules should be carefully

considered before designing incentive systems.

5.1 Overview of WTO agreements

There are three primary agreements that govern international trade, along with the general ‘umbrella’

agreement forming the WTO.  These three agreements are:

� For trade in goods:  the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT);

� For trade in services:  the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); and

� For intellectual property:  the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS).

These agreements set out the broad principles under which international trade is to be conducted.

Underneath the GATT and GATS sit additional detail (in the form of further agreements) on specific

sectors or issues, and also the individual schedules of commitment of countries30.

29 Author’s Note – the following discussion of WTO agreements and obligations is intended to be of a general nature only.  We
are unable to give definitive legal advice on how each country’s laws and practices interact with their WTO commitments, and this
chapter should be read as such.

30 The TRIPS agreement does not yet have additional parts below the general agreement.
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Of particular relevance to the establishment and design of FTZs are the Agreement on Subsidies and

Countervailing Measures (SCM) and the Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMS) Agreement, which

expand on several GATT articles.  These two agreements are examined below.

5.2 The SCM Agreement (Definition of subsidy)

This agreement addresses two main issues:  1) disciplines the use of subsidies 2) regulates the actions

countries can take to counter the adverse effects of subsidies.  According to this agreement, a subsidy

shall be deemed to exist if the following elements are satisfied at the same time:

� a financial contribution by a government or any public body within the territory of

a member country.

� a benefit is conferred.

� a subsidy specific to an enterprise or industry or group of enterprises or industries (certain

enterprises) within the jurisdiction of the granting authority.

Financial contribution.  The SCM Agreement provides a more detailed definition of financial

contributions, which is one of the conditions for a WTO subsidy.  Financial contribution means one of

following:

1) a direct transfer of funds such as:  grants, loans and equity infusion, and potential direct

transfers of funds or liabilities such as loan guarantees

2) if revenue otherwise due to government is foregone or not collected, i.e. fiscal incentives

such as tax credits

3) government provides goods or services other than general infrastructure, or purchase

goods

4) government carries out one of above functions through a private body which would

normally be vested in the government.

Benefit.  Financial contribution itself is not necessarily regarded as a subsidy.  To be considered as

a subsidy the financial contribution must confer benefit to the recipient.

Specificity.  Even if a measure satisfies the first two conditions, financial contribution and benefit, it

should meet the ‘specificity condition’ in order to be subjected to SCM Agreement disciplines.  If

a granting authority explicitly limits access to a specific measure to certain enterprises, such a measure is

considered as specific.  A subsidy which is limited to certain enterprises located within a designated

geographical region is specific according to the agreement31.  The determination of specificity must be

clearly substantiated on the basis of evidence.

5.2.1 Types of subsidies

All subsidies under the SCM Agreement are categorized into two types of subsidies which are ‘prohibited

subsidies’32  and ‘actionable subsidies’33.  The main difference between two types of subsidies is as

follows:

31 Prohibited subsidies are deemed to be specific according to the agreement.

32 Except as provided in the Agreement on Agriculture.

33 The articles on actionable subsidies do not apply to subsidies for agricultural products as provided Article 13 of the Agreement
on Agriculture.
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� Prohibited subsidies should not be maintained or granted by a member.

� Actionable subsidies are not prohibited, but are subject to challenge by proof of adverse

effects to the interests of other members.

Prohibited subsidies.  Prohibited subsidies are basically two types:

� Export subsidies

� Local content subsidies (or import substitution subsidies).

Export subsidies are subsidies contingent, in law or in fact, whether solely or as one of several other

conditions, upon export performance.  The SCM Agreement shows an illustrative list of export subsidies

through Annex I.  (For reference this Annex I is attached as Appendix II in this study report.)  Local

content subsidies are related to import substitution upon the use of domestic over imported goods.

Actionable subsidies.  If a subsidy is specific to an enterprise or group of enterprises and satisfies the

definition of a subsidy by this agreement it relates to the category of actionable subsidy.  As explained

above, these subsidies are not prohibited but they are subject to challenge either through dispute

settlement mechanism or countervailing measures if adverse effects to other members are proved.  There

are three types of adverse effects as follows:

� injury to the domestic industry of another member

� nullification or impairment of benefits accruing to other members under the Schedule to

GATT 199434

� serious prejudice to the interests of another member.

The term ‘injury’ here means material injury to a domestic industry, threat of material injury to a domestic

industry or material retardation of the establishment of such an industry.  A determination of injury must be

based on positive evidence involving an objective examination of both (a) the volume of the subsidized

imports and its effect on prices in the domestics market for like products and (b) the consequent impact of

these imports on the domestic producers of such products.  Determination of a threat of material injury

must be based on facts and not merely on allegation, conjecture or remote possibility.

Nullification or impairment of benefits arises typically where improved market access from a bound tariff

reduction resulting from a country’s schedule of concessions by GATT is undercut by subsidization.

Serious prejudice is deemed to exist in the following case:

� the total ad valorem subsidization of a product exceeding 5 per cent

� subsidies to cover operation losses sustained by an industry

� subsidies to cover operating losses sustained by an enterprise, other than one-time

measures

� direct forgiveness of debt, i.e. grants to cover debt repayment.

34 According to Article II, GATT 1994, individual countries listed their commitments to cut and ‘bind’ their customs duty rates on
imports of goods in the Schedules annexed to Marrakesh Protocol to GATT 1994.  This is the legally binding agreement for the
reduced tariff rates.  The market access schedules are not simply announcements of tariff rates.  They represent commitments not
to increase tariffs above the listed rates – the rates are ‘bound’.  For developed countries, the bound rates are generally the rates
actually charged.  Most developing countries have bound the rates somewhat higher than the actual rates charged, so the bound
rates serve as ceilings.
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However, a subsidy must have resulted in any of following effects to be regarded as serious prejudice:

� displacement or impeding of the complaining member’s export in the market of the

subsidizing member or in a third country market

� significant price undercutting or price suppression by the subsidized product

� an increase in the world market share of the subsidized product.

5.2.2 Subsidizing regions to address disadvantage under the SCM

Concessions or subsidies which are sometimes used to achieve regional policy objectives also have

implications for the WTO obligations of countries.  Situations where policy makers implement FTZ

concessions to assist lesser developed or depressed regions of a country must also be consistent with

provisions in the SCM.

Under Part IV of the SCM, concessions or subsidies to disadvantaged regions are generally permissible if

they are pursuant to a general framework of regional development and are non-specific (that is, they do

not go to particular industries or firms).  They will generally be considered ‘non-actionable’ subsidies

under Article 8.

Policy makers must ensure, however, that the criteria used to determine a disadvantaged region are

neutral and objective, and are verifiable.  Disadvantage that is the result of ‘temporary circumstances’ is

generally insufficient.

These criteria must include a measure of economic development that is based on at least one of the

following factors35  (or a composite) as measured over a three-year period:

� income per capita or household income per capita, or GDP per capita, which must not be

above 85 per cent of the average for the territory concerned; and

� unemployment rate, which must be at least 110 per cent of the average for the territory

concerned.

5.2.3 Dispute settlement mechanism and countervailing measures

The complaining member country can take actions to counter the adverse effects of subsidies of another

member country by using WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism36  to seek the withdrawal of the subsidy

or removal of its adverse effects.  Or the member country can launch its own investigation and charge

extra duty (countervailing duty) on subsidized imports that are found to be hurting domestic producers.

Dispute settlement mechanism for prohibited subsidy.  If a member country has reason to believe

that a prohibited subsidy is being granted or maintained by another country, the member country should

request a consultation with the other country by submitting a statement of available evidence with regard

to the existence and nature of the subsidy.  If no mutually agreed solution has been reached within

30 days of the request for consultation, any member party to the consultations may refer the matter to the

Dispute Settlement Body (DSB).  The final report shall be circulated to all member countries within

90 days of the date of the establishment of the DSB panel.  If the measure is found to be a prohibited

subsidy, it must be withdrawn immediately.  Otherwise, the complaining country may take appropriate

countermeasures.  If a member country grants or maintains a prohibited subsidy, it can be taken to the

DSB by any member country without any proof of its adverse effect, unlike the case of actionable subsidy.

35 Other factors may also be included.

36 According to WTO’s ‘Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (known as ‘Dispute
Settlement Understanding’)’ with other relevant agreements such as SCM Agreement.
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Dispute settlement mechanism for actionable subsidy.  If a member has a reason to believe that any

subsidy granted and maintained by another member results in injury to its domestic industry, nullification

or impairment or serious prejudice, the member can request consultations with the other member.  The

request must include a statement of available evidence with regard to (a) the existence and nature of the

subsidy, and (b) the injury to the domestic industry, or nullification or impairment, or serious prejudice.  If

no mutually agreed solution has been reached within 60 days, any member party to the consultations

may refer the matter to the DSB for the establishment of a panel.

The final report from the panel will be circulated to all members within 120 days of the date of the

establishment of the panel’s terms of reference.  When it is determined that any subsidy has resulted in

adverse effects to the interests of another member, the member granting or maintaining such a subsidy

should remove the adverse effects or withdraw the subsidy.  Otherwise, the complaining country may take

appropriate countermeasures.

Countervailing duty.  Countervailing measures are a unilateral remedy applied by a member only after

its investigation of the case in accordance with the criteria of the SCM Agreement.  The complaining

country’s investigation is initiated upon a written application by or on behalf of the domestic industry.  The

application should include sufficient evidence of the existence (a) a subsidy and, if possible, its amount,

(b) material injury to the domestic industry, and (c) a causal link between the subsidized imports and the

alleged injury.

The complaining member country will conduct an investigation in accordance with provisions of the SCM

Agreement if it is determined that the evidence is sufficient to justify the initiation of an investigation.  A

member country may impose a countervailing duty37 if it determines that there are subsidized imports,

injury to a domestic industry, and a causal link between the subsidized imports and the injury.  However,

no countervailing duty can be levied in excess of the amount of the subsidy calculated in terms of

subsidization per unit of the subsidized and exported product.

The dispute settlement mechanism can be invoked in parallel with the countervailing measures, but with

regard to the effects of a particular subsidy in the domestic market of the importing member, only one

form of relief (either a countervailing duty, if the requirements for countervailing measures in the SCM

Agreement are met, or a countermeasure,by dispute settlement mechanism in SCM Agreement) can be

available.

37 It means a special duty levied for the purpose of offsetting any subsidy bestowed directly or indirectly upon the manufacture,
production or export of any merchandise.
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5.2.4 Transition rules and special and differential treatment

Recognizing that subsidies may play an important role in economic development of developing country

members, the WTO SCM Agreement grants special and differential treatment for the least developed

member countries (LDCs), developing member countries, and member countries in the process of

transformation from a centrally-planned into a market economy.

Developed member countries.  Member countries not otherwise eligible for special and differential

treatment are allowed three years from the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement (the date of

signing of the WTO Agreement for them) to phase out prohibited subsidies.  Such subsidies must be

notified to the Committee not later than 90 days from the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement

for the notifying member.

38 Footnote 1 in SCM Agreement.

39 Article 14 (a) of SCM Agreement.

40 Article 14 (b) of SCM Agreement.

41 Article 14 (c) of SCM Agreement.

42 Article 14 (d) of SCM Agreement.

43 Annex II of SCM Agreement with slight changes.

BOX 1  Cases of no subsidies

The exemption of an exported product from duties or taxes borne by the like product when destined for domestic

consumption, or the remission of such duties or taxes in amounts not in excess of those which have accrued, is

not be deemed to be a subsidy according to the agreement38.

Government provision of equity capital shall not be considered as conferring a benefit, unless the investment

decision can be regarded as inconsistent with the usual investment practice (including for the provision of risk

capital) of private investors in the territory of that member39.

A loan by a government shall not be considered as conferring a benefit, unless there is a difference between the

amount that the firm receiving the loan pays on the government loan and the amount the firm would pay on

a comparable commercial loan which the firm could actually obtain on the market.  In this case the benefit shall be

the difference between these two amounts40.

A loan guarantee by a government shall not be considered as conferring a benefit, unless there is a difference

between the amount that the firm receiving the guarantee pays on a loan guaranteed by the government and the

amount that the firm would pay on a comparable commercial loan absent the government guarantee.  In this case

the benefit shall be the difference between these two amounts adjusted for any differences in fees41.

The provision of goods or services or purchase of goods by a government shall not be considered as conferring

a benefit unless the provision is made for less than adequate remuneration, or the purchase is made for more

than adequate remuneration.  The adequacy of remuneration shall be determined in relation to prevailing market

conditions for the good or service in question in the country of provision or purchase (including price, quality,

availability, marketability, transportation and other conditions of purchase or sale)42.

An indirect tax rebate scheme, or a drawback scheme, does not convey a subsidy if there is no rebate or

drawback of indirect taxes or import charges in excess of those actually levied on the inputs that are consumed in

the production of the exported product43.

Note: also refer to the Annex I of the SCM Agreement
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LDCs and listed developing member countries.  Prohibited subsidies (Export subsidies).  Least-

developed member countries44 and the developing member countries with GNP per capita of less than

$1,000 per year listed in Annex VII of the SCM Agreement45 (Bolivia, Cameroon, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire,

Dominican Republic, Egypt, Ghana, Guatemala, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Morocco, Nicaragua,

Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Senegal, Sri Lanka and Zimbabwe) are exempted from the prohibition on

export subsidies.  However, when the GNP per capita per year has been reached $1,000, the listed

developing countries will be included into other developing countries.

Prohibited subsidies (Local content subsidies).  Least-developed member countries are also exempted

from the prohibition on local content subsidies (also known as import substitution subsidies) for eight

years from the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement.  However, the listed developing member

countries are exempted from these subsidies for five years like other developing countries.

Developing member countries.  Prohibited subsidies (Export subsidies).  Developing members are

exempted from the prohibition on the export subsidies for eight years from the date of entry into force of

the WTO Agreement.  These members must phase out their export subsidies within this eight-year period

and must not increase the level of their export subsidies.  However, if a developing member needs to

maintain such subsidies beyond the eight-year period, the member can consult with the Committee to

extend this period.  The consultation must start not later than one year before the expiry of this period.

Prohibited subsidies (Local content subsidies).  These developing member countries are also exempted

from the prohibition on local content subsidies (also known as import substitution subsidies) for five years

from the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement.

Other disciplines for special and differential treatment.  When a developing member country has

reached export competitiveness in any product46, the member must phase out its export subsidies for

such product over a period of two years.  For the same case of the listed developing countries, the period

is eight years.

Even though a developing member country or least-developed country is within the period of exemption

from export subsidies, this exemption does not prevent other member countries from initiating dispute

settlement mechanism for actionable subsidies or from imposing countervailing duty, if the subsidized

exports cause material injury to their domestics industry.

5.2.5 Implication of the SCM Agreement for FTZs

As the SCM Agreement implies, subsidies are not always prohibited or forbidden.  For example, refund/

remission of duties/taxes are not subsidies if they are not in excess of those which have accrued.

Prohibited subsidies such as export subsidies and local content subsides (import substitution subsidies)

are basically forbidden.  However, other subsidies can be maintained even though they are subject to

challenge from other countries if the subsidies cause an adverse effect to the interest of other countries.

In general most countries party to WTO agreements have showed a tendency to eliminate prohibited

subsidies which are clearly deemed to be prohibited subsidies before disputes take place.  This research

did not identify any cases of disputes related directly to such incentives, especially export subsidies, of

44 Least-developed countries designated as such by the United Nations which are members of the WTO.

45 Hereinafter ‘listed developing countries’.

46 Export competitiveness in a product exists if a developing country member’s exports of that product have reached a share of at
least 3.25 per cent in world trade of that product for two consecutive calendar years.  Export competitiveness must exist either (a) on
the basis of notification by the developing country member having reached export competitiveness, or (b) on the basis of
a computation undertaken by the WTO Secretariat at the request of any member.
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these zones47.  Usually the disputes filed in the WTO are related to a specific product, for example DRAM

or sugar, and to indirect export subsidy as the case of Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC)/Extraterritorial

Income48 (ETI) of the United States which was challenged by the European Union (EU) in 1997.

Manufacturing-oriented FTZs or EPZs basically provide preferential policies including export promotion

schemes with a relatively good business environment such as better infrastructure to attract foreign

companies.  In this aspect, the preferential policies for these zones should be designed and structured

both carefully and strategically.  Export subsidies contingent upon export performance and local content

subsidies must be not maintained except by developing countries qualified for exemption from prohibition

of these subsidies.  As an example, the subsidies listed below are clearly are defined as prohibited

subsidies:

� Preferential tax rate at 15 per cent for the year in which export value exceeding

80 per cent.

� Refund in totality of paid income tax for re-investment in case of export oriented

enterprises.

The SCM Agreement may cause a FTZ to revoke some incentives if it has forbidden subsidies, causing it

to lose the significance of existing incentives49.  However, an FTZ can still retain efficient administrative

procedures and a better infrastructure which will give it an advantage over the competition.  In this regard,

strategic structure design of incentives is essential to attracting foreign companies which are looking for

an appropriate offshoring place.

Unlike manufacturing-oriented FTZs, logistics FTZs or logistics parks do not provide prohibited subsidies

in general because the focus of logistics FTZs is on improving efficiency of logistics systems or logistics

flows, not on export performances and local content.  In this respect, many countries, including advanced

countries, have established logistics FTZs to promote international trade.  For example, the United States

maintains many foreign trade zones and the purpose of these zones is to attract and promote

international trade and commerce.  They are commercial sites located in or near customs ports of entry at

industrial parks or terminal warehouse facilities.  Trade zones can be used to store foreign or domestic

goods, re-package materials, assemble products, or manufacture or re-export goods without paying

customs duties.  Merchandise can be held indefinitely within a foreign trade zone without any payment of

customs duty.  Business can use foreign trade zones to reduce duty payments and streamline supply

chain costs to improve their competitive position in domestic and foreign markets.  The foreign trade

zones in the United States offers tax incentives and tax breaks including:  (International Air Cargo

Regional Distribution Centre, online)

� exemption from corporate franchise taxes

� exemption from state sales and use tax and any local sales and use taxes on qualifying

purchases

� exemption from property tax.

For these reasons, there is little possibility of violating WTO rules in logistics FTZs.  However, policy

makers should consider their preferential policies to ensure compliance with WTO rules in order to

maintain further development through the sustainability and certainty of their policy.  The design of

preferential policies for logistics FTZs should be done according to the characteristics of international

trade, its logistics flow and process within the framework of the WTO SCM Agreement.

 47 Please refer to WTO web site to see disputes in details.

48 Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act.

49 If a country maintains higher tariffs rate while it maintains lower tariffs rate in a special zone, the country must gradually reduce
the gap between two tariffs rates after accession to WTO.  In this case, the lower tariffs rate applied to a special zone will lose its
significance.


